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OVERVIEW
For this month, we are focusing on the topics of “How do we know God Loves Us, How
do we respond to God’s love, and How does God teach us to Love”. We are entering into
a new unit in our text on Christian Morality; therefore, the reading will be new rather
than reviewed material. For our lesson this month, I want you to be more cognizant
while reading the text and be thoughtful as you read. Try to apply the concepts to your
own life and what it means to you specifically, as we are beginning more of a reflectingnature of topics for you.
For this month, please follow the below plan:

READ
REVIEW
CHAPTERS 23,
24, & 25
FROM THE
TEXT

DO
Engage in the family discussions
regarding the questions at the
end of all 3 chapters as they
relate to the topics from younger
siblings in the program. If any of
the questions become
uncomfortable for either you
and/or your parents/guardian
with younger siblings, please feel
free to scale back and continue
your conversation separately with
them outside of the “family
lesson time”.

KNOW (FAITH WORDS)
Free Will
Conscious
10 Commandments
Sin (mortal vs. venial)
Sin of Commission vs. Sin of
Omission
Society
Social Justice
Social Doctrine
Common Good
Human Dignity/Human Solidarity
Social Encyclical
Natural Law
Old Law/New law
Church Law (Precepts of the
Church)

READ

DO

KNOW (FAITH WORDS)

1. Think about your Faith (being
Catholic) and specifically how
every day decisions are
impacted by our faith
(morality).
2. As an adolescent, you are
transitioning into a period of
adult-level decisions. Talk
about the types of decisions
that you make within your life
and what difficulty you have
with making decisions. What
helps you to make decisions?
3. Think about your Faith and
specifically your thoughts
about how your Faith helps
you make decisions? What do
you think you can do to utilize
your Faith more in your
decision making?
4. As these chapters discuss
many examples of how many
people make poor choices and
do not use morality when
faced with difficult situations,
use your discussion time to
talk about what leads people
to these types of sins.
5. Discuss the Reflection
questions on pages 256, 263,
267, 273, and 285 during
your discussion time with your
parents/guardian to help you

MATERIALS NEEDED


Text, paper or
computer to
write/type
responses to
questions

NOTES


As your family has dinner,
share one of the 2 Saint
Profiles with everyone. Share
a little bit about the Saint and
their story.
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